ABSTRACT
In this paper, we described an automatic style-specific accompaniment system and an interactive user interface designed to support creative music composition. With the use of both music theoretical knowledge and statistical learning, the system provides users with an easy start by suggesting a refined accompaniment based on the examples given by users. The interactive user interface allows users to further explore the suggested composition via the manipulation of graphic icons.

RELATED WORK
Music composition has been a popular domain for studies of creativity for many centuries. In recent decades, the developments of artificial intelligence and machine learning have supported researchers’ efforts to apply computational power to analyze the compositional creativity of prominent composers. For example, techniques such as genetic algorithms and Hidden Markov Models have been utilized for modeling Baroque style four-part harmonization [1, 11]. More recently, rule-based logic is used in [13] to model blues musicians’ creativity in their improvisation.

AUTOMATIC STYLE-SPECIFIC ACCOMPANIMENT
To assist amateur song writers in creating distinctive harmonization, we proposed a hybrid system capable of generating style-specific accompaniments to user-created melodies based on small numbers of examples written by professionals [5]. ASSA combines music theoretic knowledge with statistical learning to model the accompaniment choices made by professionals in their identifiable pieces, and then predicts their compositional created melody as input and automatically generates a sequence of chords to harmonize the melody, while ensuring that the combination of melody and accompaniment sounds stylistically similar to user-supplied song examples. In this way, users can define the musical style they desire for the composition without using formal musical terminologies, and can create their compositions by exploring style-specific versions suggested by ASSA.
decisions on new, user-created melodies to create foundations for stimulating further creativity.

Figure 1 shows the overview of ASSA and data flow in the system. The core of the system, presented within the dashed box, consists of two modules that model professionals’ musical vocabulary in terms of chord tone rules and neo-Riemannian transform patterns. Chord tone rules are constructed using statistical learning to learn the relationship between a melody and harmonizing chords in given examples. Neo-Riemannian transform patterns are generated to describe the transition between adjacent chords, based on a neo-Riemannian operational framework [4]. The system first produces chords for melody segments in which notes tend toward stable harmonization, then revises chord sequences according to probability distributions of neo-Riemannian patterns. Notice that in ASSA, users can control the quality and style of output chord sequence for their own melodies by supplying the system with different song examples.

The following subsections describe the major components of ASSA in details.

Chord Tone Rules
The relationship between melodic notes and chordal harmonies can be expressed in terms of binary classification: if the note is part of the chord structure, then the note is classified as a chord tone; otherwise it is labeled a non-chord tone. A non-chord tone can be further categorized in terms of notes that precede it and follow it — for example, whether such notes are one or one-half step higher or lower, and if they belong to the same scale as the non-chord tone [10]. The varieties of non-chord tone utilized in compositions are part of a unique musical vocabulary of composers, and have been used to analyze and identify individual composers’ styles [9].

In ASSA, instead of adopting the rules used in music theory textbooks to describe non-chord tone types, we applied machine learning techniques with the given song examples to derive chord/non-chord tone rules. We believe that rules constructed by machine learning can capture accompaniment styles more precisely and make our proposed system more flexible for learning music in different genres.

Figure 1. Overview of stages in ASSA modeling accompaniment decisions.

Toward this end we utilized decision trees to generate chord tone rules for ASSA. To apply decision trees we identified 73 attributes to describe melodic notes. The attributes represent properties such as pitch class, note duration, relationships among notes in the same bar, the way a note is approached, metrical features, etc. An example of chord tone rules generated by decision trees is shown in Figure 2.

![Decision Tree for Chord Tone Rules](image)

Figure 2. An example of chord tone rules derived by decision trees for British band Keane’s She Has No Time.

Neo-Riemannian Transform Patterns
Neo-Riemannian transforms have recently been used by music theorists to analyze harmonic patterns and voice-leading in pop-rock music [4]. The four fundamental operations in neo-Riemannian transforms are: I (Identify), L (Leading-tone exchange), P (Parallel), and R (Relative). Single or compound neo-Riemannian operations can be used to describe transitions between two chords — for example, the transition from G major triad to C major triad can be represented as a compound operation RL.

Using neo-Riemannian transforms as the framework for describing chord transitions served as a solution to our biggest challenge in designing ASSA, i.e., only a limited number of examples are available for the statistical learning process. Neo-Riemannian transforms allow for extending the number of possible chord patterns based on very limited numbers of examples, while ensuring that extended patterns are stylistically consistent with the original. The extension process can be explained using the example in the preceding paragraph: the transition from a G major triad to C major triad can be extended to other transitions (e.g., C major triads in different keys).
major to F major), as long as the pattern follows an RL neo-Riemannian operation.

**Chord Sequence Setting and Revision**

To generate a chord sequence, we first identified melody segments in which chord tones show strong tendencies toward triads as checkpoints. A segment may be a bar consisting of chord tones with their third tone present, or perhaps their third and fifth tones present. By using the selected checkpoints, we can determine chords for the segments with strong evidences of harmony choice independently of the segments with less evidence of harmony.

The setting up of checkpoints divides the chord sequence generation task into smaller sections of chord series setting. Instead of finding a chord sequence for the entire melody at once, we generated a suitable series of chords between each pair of the adjacent checkpoints. For segments with less harmonic evidence, we used the probability distribution from neo-Riemannian transform patterns to determine chords based on adjacent chord selections. Each chord series is modeled as a Markov chain, with the likelihood of the series in question being calculated from conditional probabilities learned from song examples. In the final step, all chord series are combined and the most possible combination is selected to generate final chord sequences for the entire melody.

**Evaluation of ASSA**

To evaluate the effectiveness of ASSA, we examined the degree to which generated accompaniments were consist and specific to the style of given examples. We used one or more songs in a music album as examples for training the system, then used the trained model to generate an accompaniment for the melody of another song (the test song) by the same artist from the same album. To identify similarities between generated accompaniments and originals, we conducted a Turing test in which we played two versions of each test song (one with the original accompaniment and the other with the generated one) and asked a small group of volunteers to identify the accompaniment creator [2]. In addition to this subjective test, we also developed general quantitative methods for evaluating and visualizing the results of machine-generated style-emulating accompaniments [6]. Based on these metrics, ASSA reports that, on average, 25% of the generated chords are exactly the same as the original, and 77% are closely related to the original for the songs in five pop-rock albums.

**VISUALIZATION**

Our objective for the style-emulation task is to visually represent the musical distance between a computer-generated accompaniment and an artist’s original composition. The greater the distance in the visualization, the more distinct the generated accompaniment is perceived as being from the original.

Figure 3 presents an example of the proposed visualization. On the left-upper corner is a chord map, consisting of nine cells representing the closest matches for a given a chord in the original accompaniment. On the right-upper corner is a neo-Riemannian space, showing the relation between the generated and original chords in a specified melody segment in terms of distance and orientation of neo-Riemannian operations. The melody-chord distribution difference graph depicts distinctions between the two accompaniments in relation to the melody. At the bottom of the screen, a second distance graph shows neo-Riemannian distances between individual pairs of generated and original chords for entire songs.

**Animation**

To visually emphasize the auditory perception, we animated the visualization when the melody, the original accompaniment, and the generated accompaniment are played. The audio portion of the animation makes use of instruments, placement, and rhythm for differentiating between the original and generated accompaniments — for instance, an acoustic guitar for playing generated accompaniments and an alto saxophone for the originals. The audio for the generated accompaniment is placed on the left side and the original on the right side of a stereo field. To play the melody with the generated accompaniment, all the user has to do is turn the balance control to the left during the animation. An animation example is provided on [3].

**Interactive User Interface**

Following the visualization outlined above, we designed an interactive user interface, called the ASSA Visual Editor,
A list of accompaniments provided by ASSA for experiments is shown on the left upper corner of the interface. On the center of the interface is an editing panel consisting of two types of visualization: melody-chord distribution difference above, and neo-Riemannian distance below. The editing panel allows for modifying accompaniments by changing the colors and quantities of cells in the top section or changing the position of connected dots in the bottom section. In this manner, users can work on their compositions by modifying a supporting example without using any formal musical terminologies or notation. Notice that no label is depicted for the cells or dots, as we aim to provide users with more freedom to experiment. When an accompaniment is played, the corresponding visualization section is highlighted and the statistical information for the relationship between the accompaniment and original is shown in the statistics panel. The information is updated as the song is played and the accompaniment modified.

A prototype of ASSA Visual Editor can be downloaded from [3].

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we described an automatic style-specific accompaniment system and interactive user interface aimed at supporting music composition creativity. The ASSA system combines music theoretical knowledge and statistical learning in a manner that allows users to explore a range of complex compositional ideas (e.g., changing chordal tones in relation to the melody) by modifying the color and position of graphic icons.

Many principles are currently being proposed for the design of creativity support tools [12] — for example, low thresholds, high ceilings, and wide walls. In the future, we will study user responses to ASSA and the proposed interface, focusing on degree of difficulty for using the program, perceptions of limitations and requirements for assistance among users while composing, and degree of achievement in terms of how their compositions match their musical intentions.
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